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Relocation Immigration formalities Social security coverage Tax issues

We take care of your staff’s mobility

inexpat

An employee who is ready
and available for work
on arrival makes your

expatriation
investment sustainable.

Mobility management: a profession, a method.
IMMIGRATION FORMALITIES

also put the parents in touch with a day nursery, crèche,

Obtaining a work permit is a tedious, lengthy task.

nanny or home help.

inexpat

provides you with the best specialists so

that your employee can quickly obtain a work permit in

PARTNER EMPLOYMENT

compliance with the laws and regulations in force.

The accompanying partner or spouse wants to work in the
country? Depending on the project in view,

ORIENTATION

inexpat

can provide the appropriate support.

During a half- or one-day visit to get their bearings,

inexpat

presents the various accommodation and

TAX ISSUES

educational solutions available to your employees and

It is your company’s duty to inform its employees of their

their partners or spouses.

tax obligations.

inexpat

provides tax information

sessions once your employee has settled in. Help with

HOME SEARCH

inexpat

completing tax returns or managing fiscal matters can be

selects 5 to 10 properties on the basis of

subsequently provided.

previously defined criteria, and helps the employee define
these criteria in the light of local market characteristics.

inexpat also organises the viewing and provides the

LINGUISTIC AND CROSS-CULTURAL
PREPARATION

employee with support right up to the signature of the

Get your expatriates and their families ready for their new

lease or purchase deed.

destination with language courses and explanations on the
cultural differences with their country of origin. Integration

SETTLING IN

inexpat

will be faster and easier.

undertakes or accompanies and assists

the employee during the inventory process and other

EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT

formalities (checking of gas and electricity meters,

Local contract, expatriation or secondment?

opening bank accounts, setting up telephone and internet

has the appropriate guidance, and can provide assistance

services, etc.).

for drafting or merely validating your employment

inexpat

contracts, as required.

FAMILY MATTERS
Childminding,

inexpat

education

and

leisure

activities:

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

presents and gives advice on the options

Analysis of the expatriate’s social security and other

available, including cost, and helps the employee

coverage, advice on where to register, and a focus on

complete the relevant application forms. inexpat can

repatriation are all performed by

inexpat.

Inexpat believes that nothing is cast in iron.

A meeting, a discussion will help us
identify your needs.

Because communication is key

to a successful service.

Entrust inexpat with your international

inexpat respects the family, labour legis-

staff mobility projects.

lation, immigration, employee welfare and
tax requirements.

inexpat relieves you of the administrative
burden and helps your staff settle into their

Your employee acquires value through our

new environment.

tailor-made support.

We take care of your staff’s mobility
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Inexpat is located in Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines, in the Paris area.
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